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Gregory,
Attached is a document explaining some of the caveats to be aware of when using these older
geophysical logs. Also attached is some historical information regarding the geophysical logging data
quality issues:
• A 6/15/13 memo in the file documenting a phone meeting with KAFB, USACE, the contractor
(CB&I/SHAW), Jet West, and NMED discussing the calibration issue (along with the pneulog
testing);
• NMED 8/2/13 comments regarding pneulog testing. I believe it would be worthwhile to take
a look at the pneulog well testing; and
• A 8/7 /13 memo to the file documenting a review of a draft letter from the Air Force related to
geophysical logging.
I have uploaded the excel geophysical log files and the corresponding GIS kmz files to the link you
provided earlier today. The scans of the geophysical logs and calibration logs can be found in
Appendix F of the January 20,2017 Phase I RFI, which was not approved by NMED, however, it has
the geophysical logs in it, in one appendix. This file is huge and be found in the following locations
here:
https-//hwbdocuments.env nm gov/Kirt!and%20AFB/KAFB4479/KAFB4479.B.pdf The geophysical
logs and calibrations start on page 3805 of the pdf file and run to the end of the 4000 page pdf.
and here:
https-//hwbdocuments env nm gov/Kjrtland%20AFB/KAFB4479/KAFB4479,C.pdf The geophysical
logs continue on page 1 of the pdf file and run to page 1779 of the pdf.
The Pneulog testing information is in Appendix N, Pneulog Evaluation Report, of the KAFB Quarterly
Pre-Remedy Monitoring and Site Investigation Report for April-June 2014, dated September 27,
2014. It can be found here:
https://hwbdocuments.env.nm.gov/Kirtland%20AFB/KAFB4102/KAFB4102.B.pdf Appendix N starts
on page 18809 of the pdf and continues to page 18870 of the pdf.
Something else that would be helpful would be to create structure contour maps of the tops of both
the two clays in the 250-300 foot depth range using all the geophysical logs and cored intervals
obtained in the on-base area. Using only ARCH drilled geologic sampling data lacks the resolution
needed to determine the accurate depths of thin clays. The Air Force has historically connected
clays that should not be connected, sometimes with 50 feet of discontinuous relief, on what should
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be relatively flat lying strata in this type of depositional environment. These structure contour maps
of the clays would be used to help outline the discontinuous areas in the lower clay to the southeast
of the former fuel off-loading rack (source) and to determine the strike and dip and therefore, the
probable migration path of the fuel perched on the lower clay from beneath the former fuel offloading rack to/through a possible break in the lower clay.

-'

Please note, I have copied Sid Brandwein on this email. He is a retired NMED geologist who had
worked on this site for several years and was recently brought in as a consultant to assist with the
project. Please include him on emails as well as the meeting invite for your presentation .
Please let me know if you have any questions, problems accessing any of the information, are
missing something, or need anything else.
Thank you,
Lane

Lane Andress, P .G.
NMED - Hazardous Waste Bureau
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87505-6313

KAFB BFFS
Some information regarding the improper calibration of geophysical logging tools and implications for
the interpretation of geophysical logs.
The issues found with the geophysical logs can lead to a misinterpretation of the geology of the site.
These issues include geophysical tools not being ASTM calibrated, EM and neutron log disagreement
with other logs (as well their own logs), mistakes on the calibration logs, and the Air Force's latest
stratigraphy model which mistakes steel centralizers for fine grained zones and draws fin e grained zones
through gamma highs. These older geophysical logs can provide some useful log information to help
correct ARCH drilled geologic logs to assist in producing accurate stratigraphic sections. The older Jet
West logs are usable to spot the clay zones but fall far short of being useful for geologic discussion and
locating coarser and potential soil vapor pathway zones.
This lack of understanding of geophysical logs is consistent with many of the problems seen with the Air
Force's understanding of the geology at the site:
•
•
•
•
•

Not recognizing that the Jet West logs are not calibrated correctly
Misidentifying fine grained zones on faulty geophysical logs
Correlating and connecting fine-grained zones that shouldn't be connected
Correlating fine grained zones through gamma lows without geologic backup (for example, see
KAFB-106024 in Figures 3 and 5 below)
Relying solely on ARCH based geologic logs without skillful additional use of geophysical logs

The Jet West EM logs do not show the expected order of magnitude difference between clays and
sands. However, the Colog logs do, as well as many other logs conducted in the area in various size
cased and uncased holes (Sclumberger, USGS, etc. and even Jet West).
Jet West did not follow ASTM standards which calls for 2 calibration points and a zero check. Jet West
used one calibration point and tried to use a zero check as a calibration point but couldn't use it
properly.
The Colog EM logs do not match the Jet West EM logs. Compare both of them in the same hole, KAFB106024. The situation is analogous to hiring two different contractors to measure the resistance of two
different resistors that are suspected to differ by an order of magnitude, in the range of 10 ohms for one
resistor and 100 ohms for the other. One contractor (analogous to Colog) shows up with a tool that he
may or may not have calibrated and measures 9.9 and 100.2 ohms for the two resistors. The second
contractor (analogous to Jet West) shows up with a different tool that he says is calibrated and
measures 9.9 and 11.5 ohms. Although the second contractor says he calibrated his tool daily, and may
be in good faith convinced that his calibration was done correctly, something is still inaccurate as the
measurements did not produce the expected results that other contractors produced in the same holes.
Colog could not show calibration logs, but their EM logs seem more believable as they are comparable
to other logs in the area. Whereas the Jet West logs are not comparable to other logs in the area.
Also, something to be aware of; while not necessarily a calibration issue, but it may be, note all the
mistakes on various calibration logs in units such as confusing gamma and electrical units, and typos in
calibration standard units.

Note there is no section in the site QAPP to outline what is and what is not acceptable in the calibration
logs. For example, are the 25 - 27% slope differences acceptable or not in the calibration shown in Figure
1 below.
The above talks about the EM logs, the most useful at the site. But it is also unclear if the neutron logs
are calibrated since the Colog neutron log in KAFB-10624 ranges from about 400 to 1500 API Units and
the Jet West neutron log in the same hole ranges from about t2,000 to 30,000 API units.
An excerpt from letter NMED received from KAFB dated May 23, 2012:
NMED expressed additional concern over the validity of the electrical resistivities prepared
under the current characterization effort. As standard practice for Jet West's dual induction
probe, the deep and medium induction tool is calibrated using two points from known
standards before mobilization, 0 and 606 millimhos (mmhos) for the deep induction and
0 and 2005 mmhos for the medium induction. The 606 and 2005 mmhos calibrations are
achieved by placing a known standard on the tool itself during "shop" calibration. The
0 mmhos values for both medium and deep induction are normally generated by orienting the
induction tool away from all conductive sources. However, Jct West stated that it was
physically impossible to isolate the induction tool from nearby conductive sources.
Therefore, as their method of correction, Jet West mathematically shifts their 0 mmhos
calibration value in order to keep the conductivity measurements above zero and to make the
calculated resistivity measurements more consistent with known resistivity values of
shale/clays and sandstone/sands. Through past empirical trials, in open uncased boreholes
and using the basic equation R=l000/C where R is resistance and C is conductivity, Jet West
identified this baseline shift by comparing the measured electric resistivity values with the
measured induction resistivity values collected from the same uncased borehole and
determined that their induction tool's zero baseline needed to be shifted approximately
58 mmhos, thereby forcing all conductivity measurements above zero (non negative) and
generating a shale baseline of approximately 160 mmhos (conductivity), which is equal to
6.25 ohmm (resistivity). After the reinvestigation of Jet West logs, it appears that this shift
may be an over correction for a cased hole scenario, thus forcing the resistivity logs to appear
anomalously low for all lithologies at the BFF spill site.

Note the many inconsistencies that are pointed out in the paragraph above such as confusing
resistance/conductance with resistivity/conductivity and unit discrepancies.
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The Air Force admitted the improperly calibrated logs could not be used in the quantitative data
evaluation in response to a NMED question regarding the reporting of the improperly calibrated logs
(prior to 2015) : "Shaw has reviewed the logs submitted by both contractors (Colog and Jet West) to
verify instrument and log calibration, as well as to address the specific examples provided. After
investigation into the methods employed by Colog, it was discovered that Colog did not record daily
calibration values and therefore could not accurately calibrate the logs collected in the field.
Additionally, Colog had made an error in calculating the API units reported in the logs reported in the
2010 QTR4 Report. After working with Colog, Shaw learned that Colog had calculated the API units
using the prelog and post-log functionality test values, not the calibration values. Shaw has received
corrected logs from Colog but have not been able to resolve the issue of missing daily ca libration data.
It is not documented, or clear, that calibration was performed daily by Colog. As a result, Shaw does not
feel that the logs can be used in the quantitative data evaluation for the BFF project. As part of a
corrective measures, Shaw proposes the following path forward:
1. Shaw will relog the following wells that have been identified as being critical for understanding the
geology and meeting the objectives of the RFI: KAFB-1065, -1066, -1067, -1068, -10610, -10611, -10612,
and -10617. These wells were selected because there is no nearby well with a Jet West-geophysical log.
Note: these wells were ever relogged.
2. Review each corrected Colog well log individually to determine usability in qualitative evaluations."
Note: this will have to be done each time these logs are used.

Incorrect calibration has resulted in a lack of resolution of coarse units in the affected
geophysical logs:
Figure 2 below shows a comparison of an older Jet West (long and short (green and red) and
USGS (short (blue)) EM logs at KAFB-106078. {The USGS truck only came with the short tool.}
In the USGS trace one_can easily see the difference between fine and coarse zones, and
interpret a fining upward sequence between say 180 to 150 ft depth or a coarsen ing upward
sequence from say 440 to 390. One can easily see the 250 to 300 ft depth zone Ancestral Rio
Grande (ARG) sediments which are distinctly different from the ARG sediments above and
below and the upper and lower clays. Also, one can see that the minor leftward excursions in
the 300-400 foot depth zone should not be considered as fine grained zones as the sequence
stratigraphy cross sections mistakenly show.
The obvious gravel zone from 215-225 on the USGS log is called 95% gravel in the geologist log
but is hardly differentiatable on the Jet West logs.
The older Jet West logs are usable to spot the clay zones but fall far short of being useful for
geologic discussion and locating coarser and potential soil vapor pathway zones.
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The AF is mistakenly interpreting steel centralizers as fine grained units in their geologic model.
The first 28 wells (KAFB-106001 through KAFB-106028) were installed using steel centralizers. Steel
centralizers affect EM logs by making them show an apparent resistivity of essentially 0 ohm meters for
a few feet. Using KAFB-106024 as an example see Figure 3. The effect of centralizers on the EM log of
KAFB-106024 can be clearly seen at depths of about 142, 203, 270, 324, 374, and 424 feet. Figure 4 is
a section of an EM log taken before the well was em placed (therefor no steel casing). Note no such
effect of centralizers. Figure 5 is the depiction of KAFB-106024 from a segment of an Air Force cross
section showing the centralizers as fine grained units. The scale used for the logs is inappropriate for
interpretation but does show fine grained units at exactly the same place as the steel centralizers.
Figure 3 shows an example of the historical misinterpretation of a steel centralizer signal for a finegrained zone. No fine-grained zone has an apparent resistivity of zero (they may have apparent
resistivities in the 3 to 5 ohm meter range or higher). Having some extra fine-grained zones may not be
of consequence but misinterpreting an obvious steel centralizer signal indicates a lack of understanding
of geophysical logs.
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Figure 3. EM log of KAFB-106024 on a useful scale so the steel centralizer signals are evident at
142, 203, 270, 324, 374, and 424 feet depth.
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Figure 4. Portion of EM log previous to well emplacement. Note no obvious steel centralizer
signals, but fine grained zones are seen, for example, at 333, 433, 473 feet.

KAFB-10~

Figure 5. Illustration from a segment of an Air Force cross section showing KAFB-106024. Note
interpreted fine-grained zones (grey layers) through both steel centralizer signals (at 142, 203, 270, 324,
374, and 424 feet) and real fine-grained zones (ex. At 333,433, 473 feet).

Despite the issues with the geophysical logs they can still be useful when looking at the older lithologic
logs which were drilled utilizing the air rotary casing hammer (ARCH) drilling technique, which pulverizes
lithologic material and blows the cuttings up the hole and through a cyclone before the cuttings can be
logged by a geologist, thus losing the detailed resolution of the sediments. This drilling technique has
obvious limitations for lithologic logging. Comparing the lithologic logs to the corresponding geophysical
logs, while keeping in mind their limitations, can help distinguish the thinner, fine grained units that the
lithologic logs portray as a single unit sometimes 50 ft or more thick. See figure 6 for an example of
correlations and loss of lithologic resolution encountered relying solely on ARCH lithologic logs. Note:
the geophysical logs cannot be used to correlate coarse grained units due to calibration and other
issues described above.
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Figure 6. USCS lithologic units as reported on relevant lithologic logs superimposed on the
corresponding geophysical logs.

